
JR – Fake Reports 
Executive Summary 
Analyst have strong reason to believe that the April 18th, 2018 set of posts alleged to come from Joy 

Reid’s blog at blog.reidreport.com are not valid. Analysts were able to valid all previous instances of 

allegedly insensitive comments by Ms. Reid that were identified on November 30, 2017. Using that 

methodology, analysts were unable to find a single validated claim in the allegedly new data set. It is 

unlikely that this methodology would yield a false negative, as it proved correct in all instances of known 

data from the 2017 postings.  

Background 
On November 30, 2017, The Twitter account @Jamie_Maz reported findings on the Internet Archive 

(https://web.archive.org) which demonstrated that MSNBC’s Joy Reid posted a series of insensitive LGBT 

blog posts. These reports were verified in the media, and Joy Reid issued an apology a few days later 

(https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/msnbc-s-joy-reid-apologizes-insensitive-lgbt-blog-posts-

n826091). The full list of those original posts from @Jamie_Maz can be found here: 

https://twitter.com/Jamie_Maz/status/936349041264414721  

On April 18th, 2018, @Jamie_Maz issued a 48 post thread which alleged to demonstrate that Joy Reid 

had posted similarly insensitive comments on her blog. Analysts were tasked to identify any anomalies 

with these posts and attempt to verify or debunk @Jamie_Maz’s claims. 

Analysts believe that the most recent posts are likely to be fraudulent. @Jamie_Maz likely believes that 

the fraudulent posts will not be identified as the blog was believed to be inaccessible on archive.org.  

Methodology 
In the November thread, @Jamie_Maz reports the following: 

“Here is the link to the archive of Joy's blog. Scroll about halfway down to start seeing the articles cited in 

the thread. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20130708032618/http://blog.reidreport.com/labels/Charlie%20Crist.html” 

(source: https://twitter.com/Jamie_Maz/status/936380685060845568). 

Analysts observed that the link is now dead, but was able to replicate the results from the November 

thread by adding “https” to the search results, as demonstrated here: 

https://web.archive.org/web/*/https://blog.reidreport.com/labels/*. 

This resulted in an unfiltered list of labels used in Ms. Reid’s blog. From this list, analysts were able to 

verify all of the November blog posts which resulted in the first apology. This is done by adding replacing 

“http” with “https” in every link. 

By using the URL above to verify the previously known instances, analysts had a solid replicate-able way 

to verify if any of the new claims were accurate. 
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Posts from the April 2018 thread have been combed for any instances of “Tags” showing. Note that the 

terms “tags” and “labels” are interchangeable in this blogging software. 

Results 
1) https://twitter.com/Jamie_Maz/status/986680132906684416 - False. No instance of “gay and 

lesbian” tags are observed on the blog. 

2) https://twitter.com/Jamie_Maz/status/986680132906684416 – False. While the “gay marriage” 

tag is observed on the blog, none of the wording is there. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110929080121/https://blog.reidreport.com/labels/gay%20marr

iage.html  

3) https://twitter.com/Jamie_Maz/status/986678066654121986 - False. No instances of “Gallup” 

tags are observed on the blog. 

4) https://twitter.com/Jamie_Maz/status/986678071100084229 - False. While the “gay marriage” 

tag is observed on the blog, none of the wording is there. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110929080121/https://blog.reidreport.com/labels/gay%20marr

iage.html 

5) https://twitter.com/Jamie_Maz/status/986678071100084229 - False, While the “Eddie Murphy” 

tag is observed on the blog, none of the wording is there. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20080407232232/https://blog.reidreport.com/labels/Eddie%20M

urphy.html 

6) https://twitter.com/Jamie_Maz/status/986678071100084229 – False. False. No instances of 

“Dan Abrams” tags are observed on the blog. 

Other attempts to corroborate any of the other observed comments (those without tags) were made. 

None of the posts claimed in the April 2018 message can be verified. 

It is highly unlikely that every post in the November messaging would by verified, while none of the 

posts in the April messaging could be verified using the same methodology. 

Analysts believe the author is being intentionally deceptive. @Jamie_Maz does not believe that their 

claims can be verified or debunked, as observed here: 

https://twitter.com/Jamie_Maz/status/986675383536881664.  
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